PBS NewsHour Student Reporting Labs Tutorial Assessment: Setup

Using the box above choose the correct term and fill in the blank:

After you have chosen your ______________ it is now time for setup. During setup you only need to have _________ people, however _________ is better. This way each person can tackle different jobs like lighting, setting up the camera, and making sure ___________ and ___________ don’t squeak. It is always a good idea to pack ________________ in your bag to fix those pesky noises. Try to find chairs that are not on _______________ or _______________ because you want your subject to sit up and be still during the interview. In fact, the best thing for your subject to sit on is a ________________.

Before you are ready to shoot your interview there are several things you need to do first. Give short answer to each question below:

Why is it important to complete your setup before you ask your subject to come on set be interviewed?

How can you test for lighting and framing before the subject arrives?

Why is it a good idea to put a sandbag on the light fixture?
What can the producer be doing while others are setting up the lighting and camera?

When prepping the camera for a shoot there are several important items that the camera operator needs to take care of. *List four:*

1.)

2.)

3.)

4.)